1) "ENVIRONMENT is a National responsibility."

2) "Environment and Tourism as also non-conventional energy."

3) "The most important feature that need the attention of conservationists is the Tourism-environment interaction, and that is why the success of wildlife Tourism depends largely on the harmonious blending of environmental imperative and the thrust of Tourism. This needs wildlife conservationists knowledgeable in Tourism."

   - DR. KALYAN CHAKRABARTI

4) "Environment cannot improve in conditions of poverty and poverty cannot be eradicated without the use of science and technology, recipes of development. Therefore, development and environmental concerns are invariably inter-dependent."

   - M.K. SINHA JALANDHAR CANT

5) "Over population contributes directly to environmental problems such as climatic changes, atmospheric pollution, the destruction of forests, plants, and wildlife, global warming, acid rain and holes in the atmosphere's ozone layer".

   - T.N. KHOSHOO